
1 hour virtual tours on a range of topics
 

£10 per person
 

Whenever you like! You can arrange the time to suit
 

A device or computer to watch on, a pair of functioning ears
and a glass of wine (optional!)

Stay Home and Travel

Glorious Greenwich

Exciting East End

Wonderful Westminster

Wicked West End

Harry Potter

MOST POPULAR TOURS

The East End of London is one of the
most vibrant areas of London, home
to centuries of immigration, ever
changing street art, and one of the
world's most notorious serial killers

The most magical of all the tours, we do
a virtual walk of some of the areas
linked to Harry Potter in London, we talk
inspirations for the books, as well as
mythology, history, and the influences
for names, spells and storylines

Ooh the saucy secrets! Murder, intrigue,
the underbelly of the glamorous theatre
district.

The classic Royal and Political area,
including Westminster Abbey and
Buckingham Palace

Heave ho, me hearties! The naval
area of London is home to scandal
and silliness, plus one of the biggest
film locations in the UK. 

Ideal for those yet to visit London, or
who want an overview of some of the
biggest sites.

London Highlights

Virtual Tours with Alex Lacey
Professional Blue Badge Qualified Tourist Guide

What?
 

How much?
 

When?
 

What do I need?

Film location, and fun behind the scenes
Find out about just how many movies are filmed in London, where to find 
 locations from some of the most loved movies and TV shows, plus some of the
secrets from behind the scenes of filming.

Where to book;
Go to www.alexlacey.com/virtual-tours
 
Or email;
alex@alexlacey.com
 
Or to discuss further, call;
+44 (0) 7790 308 887



1 hour virtual tours on a range of topics
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Whenever you like! You can arrange the time to suit
 

A device or computer to watch on, a pair of functioning ears
and a glass of wine (optional!)

Stay Home and Travel

Cabinet War Rooms

Street Art in London

Westminster Abbbey

St Paul's Cathedral

Wonderful Women

IN FOCUS

Ever-changing, vibrant, and often
political or critical in nature, this sub-
culture is exciting and engaging. Find
out about more than just Banksy and
loearn about the biggest street artists
working today

We delve into the story of some of the
unsung female women in Britain's
history, looking at how some women
contributed to history, but who were
then forgotten. Let's re-discover them.

One of London's most iconic buildings,
and a true survivor, we look in detail at
this fantastic place of worship

The coronation site for 1000 years,
and burial place of the great and the
good 

Churchill's secret wartime bunker,
and the main nerve centre for
operations

1000 years of history - Crown Jewels,
Beefeaters, ravens, xecutions,
prisoners, murder and skulduggery

Tower of London

Virtual Tours with Alex Lacey
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What?
 

How much?
 

When?
 

What do I need?

A more in-depth look at a museum, site, or place of interest

CHEF'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Secrets of London
While we spend a lot of time in
London, there is so much we miss!
We take a look at some of the little
London secrets that you may never
have noticed, and you'll see the city
you love in a new light! 

Transatlantic Slave
Trade and its legacy
An often over-looked part of Britain's
history, it is also a crucial and
embarrassing period. We take a look
at the impact and legacy of this long-
lasting history

Where to book;
Go to www.alexlacey.com/virtual-tours
 
Or email;
alex@alexlacey.com
 
Or to discuss further, call;
+44 (0) 7790 308 887



1 hour virtual tours on a range of topics
 

£10 per person
 

Whenever you like! You can arrange the time to suit
 

A device or computer to watch on, a pair of functioning ears
and a glass of juice (optional!)

Stay Home and Travel

FOR THE KIDS

Who was William, what did he conquer and why? Find out about how he defeated
heroic Harold at the Battle of Hastings;was he really killed with an arrow in the eye?!

Wicked William the Conqueror & Battle of Hastings
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What?
 

How much?
 

When?
 

What do I need?

Change up the home schooling with a fun chat about history

Ooh, that naughty boy Henry VIII! Why was he so mean? Why did he have so many
wives? What hapoened to them? Join me for a fun romp through Henry's life and
discover why is one of the most famous kings in history.

Horrible Henry VII and his six wives

Those Tudors, eh? Didn't they get up to some naughty things? We look at what
Bloody Mary, Henry VIII and Elizabeth I did, looking at why they are such a famous
royal dynasty, and what we can learn from them today.

Terrible Tudors and their shenanigans

The Victorian era was such a weird one! They got really funny about all sorts of
things, but they also invented a lot of stuff and discovered loads of things around
the world. Plus the Queen was brilliant but a bit bonkers. Find out more with this
chat!

Vain Victorians

One for older kids. We talk about the impact the transatlantic slave trade had on the
UK, and find out more about the role of the UK in this awful but important era.

The Transatlantic Slave Trade

Where to book;
Go to www.alexlacey.com/virtual-tours
 
Or email;
alex@alexlacey.com
 
Or to discuss further, call;
+44 (0) 7790 308 887
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A device or computer to watch on, a pair of functioning ears
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Stay Home and Travel

A BIT OF FUN - THE NAUGHTY ONES
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What?
 

How much?
 

When?
 

What do I need?

Bad behaviour & bad language, the rudest of the rude, fun for a boozy night in

Sex and scandal in Soho

Sex lives of the monarchs
Kings, Queens and in-betweens all converge here for scandalous tales of non-

monogamous monarchs, queer Queens, and kinky Kings. Nuff said.

For years Soho was one of the red light districts of Soho. All sorts of shenanigans
and goings on has happened for centuries, and continues to this day. Come and
find out who was bed hopping where, why the Windmill was the last word in
wartime titillation, and which sex scandals are still talked about here.

There's all kinds of sexy art bouncing around unfettered at the National Gallery.
Take a tour where we look at the nudest of the nudes, the rudest of the rudes, and
find out more about them. One thing in common - they are letting it all hang out.

Knobs & nipples at the Nash

Where to book;
Go to www.alexlacey.com/virtual-tours
 
Or email;
alex@alexlacey.com
 
Or to discuss further, call;
+44 (0) 7790 308 887
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SOMETHING ELSE?
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What?
 

How much?
 

When?
 

What do I need?

Get in touch for something else
Is there something else you would like to explore, get in touch with me. I am able

to bespoke something for you to suit. Let me know!

Go to my website www.alexlacey.com and follow the links for virtual tours
 

Alternatively, email me on alex@alexlacey.com
 

You can also find me at @tourguide.alex on Instagram where I do short live chats
at 3pm every weekday called #GlobalTeaBreak

HOW TO BOOK

Where to book;
Go to www.alexlacey.com/virtual-tours
 
Or email;
alex@alexlacey.com
 
Or to discuss further, call;
+44 (0) 7790 308 887


